
BEST WORDS FOR COLLEGE ESSAYS

Great Words and Phrases to Use During the College to â€œgetâ€• about them as they fill-out applications, write essays
and have interviews.

I love spending hours at a time practicing the characters and I can feel the beauty and rhythm as I form them.
Cosmetics led me to dig deeper into scientific inquiry, helped me develop an impassioned voice, and became a
tool to connect me with others. Require academic assistance? While working at MCH, I delivered samples,
took down visitor information, administered questionnaires, and organized records. Lucrative â€” having a
large reward, monetary or otherwise â€” Adj. Then again Usage: Use this to cast doubt on an assertion. So, the
main aim is to check whether students can express their ideas in a concise manner avoiding sentences that
aren't meaningful. See how distinct each family is? Although I worried about repercussions, I continued to
translate and share important documents. But notice how all three are different. I began writing articles on the
history of toxic cosmetics, from lead in Elizabethan face powder to lead in today's lipstick, and communicated
with a large readership online. I had turned slightly at the noise and had found the barely breathing bird in
front of me. They like to compare me to the witch in Hansel and Gretel, joking that I fatten children up and
then forget to eat them. I knew all the Chinese teams would need careful instructions on the rules and
procedures. As a junior coach, I spend my Monday and Thursday afternoons with middle school girls,
running, singing Taylor Swift songs, discussing our daily achievements I got on my math test! Cupidity â€”
excessive greed â€” Adj. Defunct â€” no longer in existence or functioning â€” Adj. One of the first of my
fellow students to befriend me wore corset tops and tutus and carried a parasol with which she punctuated her
every utterance. As a non-Catholic in a Catholic school, I knew I had to be cautious in expressing my opinion
on the abortion debate. The more I scratch off from my goals list, the more it brings me back to those days
handling spatulas. On weekdays, I learned to cook my own meals, wash my own clothes, watch over my two
younger sisters, and juggle school work. Smeared blood, shredded feathers. I am at home between worlds.
Despite the high speed of the bullet train, my mind is perfectly still â€” trapped between the narrative of the
book and the narrative of my own life. Every week I accompany him to Carlson Hospital where he receives
treatment for his obsessive compulsive disorder and schizophrenia. I joined the robotics team in a desperate
attempt to find a community, though I doubted I would fit into the male-dominated field. After the meeting, I
email the list of the words to the student and parents, so they can keep adding words. It was unexpected and I
only had a week to find a new host family.


